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OVERVIEW

  With the increasing noise on enterprise networks, it has become 

more challenging than ever to hunt for IOCs and understand the 

storyline behind them. SentinelOne empowers security teams by 

making the MITRE ATT&CK framework the new language of 

threat hunting. With the integration of MITRE tactics, techniques 

and procedures into the threat hunting query workflow, 

SentinelOne eliminates the traditional and manual work required 

by analysts to correlate and investigate their findings. In a click, 

security personnel can discover where the attack is coming 

from, what the attack is trying to do, what the attack is 

compromising, and actionable insight into how to fix it.

  For example, if a program in an organization’s network tried to 

masquerade itself as a Windows process, all a security analyst 

would need to do to rectify the situation is simply search for the 

MITRE ATT&CK TTP. Once the analyst is notified of such 

indicators on their environment, in a single click, the analyst can 

discover the entire context around the TTP: On which devices it 

was seen? Where did it come from? What else was it trying to 

do? With SentinelOne, threat hunting is as simple as a single 

click of a button.



 

SEARCHING FOR MITRE TTPS/BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS
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The ability to search for Mitre techniques in EDR vendors is a 

growing trend. Threat Hunting teams across security vectors 

require a correlation between their environments and Mitre 

knowledge. SentinelOne leverages our Dynamic Behavioral 

engine to show the behavior of processes in the endpoints. To 

make it easier and faster for you to use this knowledge, we map 

our behavioral indicators to the Mitre ATT&CK framework. You 

can create queries out-of-the-box and search for Mitre attack 

characteristics across your scope of endpoints. With other EDR 

vendors, you would have to create a multitude of complex 

hunting queries to cover all the findings of Mitre. With 

SentinelOne, all you need is the Mitre ID or another string in the 

description, the category, the name, or metadata.

For example, in SentinelOne Deep Visibility, use this query to 

find any process or event with behavioral characteristics of the 

attack technique known as Process Injection:

IndicatorDescription Contains "T1055"

With a different vendor, you will need to create a complex 

regular expression query, and run it many times with changes 

for known characteristic tweaks. If you look at Mitre's page for 

T1055, you notice that you will need a different query for 

macOS, Linux, and Windows. Then there are more than 50 

examples of malware and compromised utilties. You would 

need a query for each.

On this document, you can find all the supported MITRE TTPs. 



BOOT CONFIGURATION UPDATE
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Ability to load unverified drivers was enabled. MITRE: Persistence {T1215, T1050}

Disable kernel code integrity checks. MITRE: Defense Evasion

Write action to protected section of the operating system. MITRE: Persistence {T1067}

EXPLOITATION

Altered process code flow to enable running malicious code. MITRE: Execution

Altered process code flow to enable running of malicious code (StackPivot). 

MITRE: Execution {T1203}

Altered process code flow to enable running of malicious code. MITRE: Execution

Apache webshell command execution. MITRE: Web Shell {T1100}, Web Service {T1102}

Breakout from Internet Explorer sandbox. MITRE: Execution

Document behaves abnormally. MITRE: Execution {T1064}

Execution of a metasploit stager. MITRE: Execution {T1064}

Information gathered for kernel exploitation. MITRE: Discovery {T1082}

Kernel exploit attempt.MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1112}

Malicious RDP connection detected

Remote shell was opened. MITRE: Command and Control {T1071}

Shellcode execution from powershell was detected. MITRE: Execution {T1086, T1106, T1064}

Shellcode execution was detected. MITRE: Execution

Shellcode execution was detected. MITRE: Execution {T1106, T1064}

Write action to LSASS process. MITRE: Credential Access {T1098}



 

EVASION
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A file was created with an internal system name. MITRE: 

Persistence

A function was unhooked. MITRE: Defense Evasion

A Library was unpacked into its own memory space. MITRE: 

Defense Evasion

A new root certificate was added. MITRE: Defense Evasion 

{T1130}

Anti-debug technique was used. MITRE: Defense Evasion

Anti-Virus monitoring by Windows security center was 

overridden. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1089}

Anti-VM technique was used. MITRE: Defense Evasion

Application added firewall rule to allow network traffic. MITRE: 

Exfiltration {T1041}

Application manipulated safe mode configuration: MITRE: 

Persistence

Attempt to evade monitoring using the "Doppelganger" 

technique. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1186}

Attempt to evade monitoring using the "Process hollowing" 

technique. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1093}

Attempt to evade monitoring. MITRE: Defense Evasion

Code injection to other process memory space. MITRE: Defense 

Evasion {T1038}, Privilege Escalation {T1038}

Create or write file in a known suspicious location. MITRE: Data 

Staged {T1074}

Disabled security center notifications. MITRE: Defense Evasion 

{T1089}

Disabled showing hidden files and folders. MITRE: Defense 

Evasion

Disabling Security Tools {T1089}

Execution of a file with a suspicious file name. MITRE: User 

Execution {T1204}

Execution of a hidden file. MITRE: Hidden Files and Directories 

{T1158}



EVASION (CONT.)
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File timestamp modification. MITRE: Timestomp {T1099}

Hiding registry key. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1112}

Hiding tracks of execution. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1158}, Persistence {T1158}

Hiding tracks of execution. MITRE: File Deletion {T1107}

Host file was modified. MITRE: Defense Evasion

Internal process resource was manipulated in memory. MITRE: Defense Evasion

Internet Explorer offline mode was disabled. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1089}

Internet zone checks were disabled. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1089}

Manipulated code execution flow using the "Heaven's Gate" technique. MITRE: Execution

Manipulated remote process structure. MITRE: Privilege Escalation {T1179}

Modify a sensitive log file. MITRE: Indicator Removal on Host {T1070}

Obfuscated script execution. MITRE: Scripting {T1064}, Deobfuscate/Decode Files or 

Information {T1140}

Prevented execution of a process. MITRE: Defense Evasion

Prevented the operating system from changing account password automatically. MITRE: 

Defense Evasion {T1089}

Prevented the Task Manager from starting. MITRE: Defense Evasion

Prevented Windows registry tools from starting. MITRE: Defense Evasion

Process characteristics were changed suspiciously. MITRE: Persistence, Defense Evasion

Process deleted the Event Viewer logs. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1089}

Process disabled the firewall status in the registry. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1089}

Process tampered the Windows Backup Catalog. MITRE: Defense Evasion



EVASION (CONT.)
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Process tampered with the event viewer logs. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1089}

Process tampered with Windows user interface

Process tried to bypass Anti-Virus hooks. MITRE: Defense Evasion.

Process tried to bypass the SentinelOne agent. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1089}

Process wrote to hidden file section. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1096}

Suspicious access to logon info. MITRE: Indicator Removal on Host {T1070}

Suspicious DNS activity was detected MITRE: Command and Control {T1071}

Suspicious file name. MITRE: Space after Filename {T1151}

Suspicious library was loaded into process memory. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1038}, 

Privilege Escalation {T1038}

Suspicious registry key was created. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1112}

Suspicious shell history log modification. MITRE: Bash History {T1139}

Suspicious SMB activity was detected. MITRE: Discovery {T1135}, Lateral Movement {T1077}

User process created a process solely used by the system. MITRE: Execution

Using Dynamic Loader to execute a binary

Windows Defender was disabled. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1089}



INFOSTEALER
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Behaves like a keylogger. MITRE: Credential Access {T1056}, Collection {T1056}

Behaves like a memory scraper. MITRE: Collection {T1005, T1119}

Behaves like Mimikatz. MITRE: Credential Access {T1098, T1145, T1081}

Chrome's sensitive information was accessed. MITRE: Collection {T1213}

FileZilla's sensitive information was accessed. MITRE: Collection {T1213}

Firefox's sensitive information was accessed. MITRE: Collection {T1213}

Man in the browser attack. MITRE: Collection {T1185}

Man in the middle attack. MITRE: Credential Access {T1040}

Opera's sensitive information was accessed. MITRE: Collection {T1213}

Read sensitive information from LSASS. MITRE: Credential Access {T1003}

SAM database was exported. MITRE: Credential Dumping {T1003}

Sensitive user information was queried. MITRE: Credential Access {T1003}

Suspicious access to credentials. MITRE: Credential Dumping {T1003}, Credentials in Files 

{T1081}

Suspicious access to credentials. MITRE: Credential Dumping {T1003}, Private Keys {T1145}, 

Credentials in Files {T1081}

The store of plaintext passwords in memory was disabled/enabled. MITRE: Credential Access



INJECTION
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A library owned by one process was loaded to other process. MITRE: Defense Evasion 

{T1038}, Privilege Escalation {T1038}

Application was hijacked with a suspicious DLL. MITRE: Persistence {T1038}, Privilege 

Escalation {T1038}, Defense Evasion {T1038}

Changed protection type of library in a remote process space. MITRE: Privilege Escalation

Code injection to a remote process. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1055}

Code injection to other process memory space using the "Atom bombing" technique. MITRE: 

Defense Evasion {T1055}, Privilege Escalation {T1055}

Code injection to other process memory space via Reflection. MITRE: Defense Evasion 

{T1055}

Code migration into system process was detected. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1055}, 

Privilege Escalation {T1055}

Code was executed in a remote process. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1055}, Privilege 

Escalation {T1055}

Library was injected to a remote process. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1055}, Privilege 

Escalation {T1055}

Suspicious library loaded into the process memory

Unusual code injection to a remote process. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1055}, Privilege 

Escalation {T1055}

Write action to a loaded library space in a remote process. MITRE: Defense Evasion {T1055}, 

Privilege Escalation {T1055}



MALWARE
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Abnormal process creation. MITRE: Execution {T1064}

Destroy data in a suspicious way. MITRE: Data Destruction {T1485}, Disk Content Wipe 

{T1488}

Executed suspicious shell command. MITRE: Execution {T1064}

Exploit attempt on Java. MITRE: Execution {T1203)

Trojan.Linux.EvilGnome.A

PRIVILEGE ESCALATION

Attempt to bypass UAC (User Account Control). MITRE: Privilege Escalation {T1088}, 

Defense Evasion {T1088}

Attempt to escalate System privileges via Meterpreter. MITRE: Privilege Escalation

Authentication data manipulation. MITRE: Persistence {T1131}

Execution of privileged instruction was identified. MITRE: Privilege Escalation

Local privilege escalation exploit. MITRE: Privilege Escalation {T1068}

Local privilege escalation using token manipulation MITRE: Privilege Escalation {T1134}

Privileged process was acceessed by a low privileges process.

Suspicious creation of a service

Suspicious hard link was created. 



PERSISTENCE
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A file that enables automatic launching from external drive was created. MITRE: Initial 

Access {T1091}

A new user account was added. MITRE: Persistence {T1136}

Application has registered itself to become persistent

Application has registered itself to become persistent via an autorun. MITRE: Persistence 

{T1084}

Application has registered itself to become persistent via COM object. MITRE: Persistence 

{T1084}

Application has registered itself to become persistent via scheduled task. MITRE: Persistence 

{T1084}

Application has registered itself to become persistent via service. MITRE: Persistence 

{T1084}

Application has registered itself to become persistent via WMI. MITRE: Persistence {T1084}

Application has registered itself to become persistent. MITRE: Persistence

Application registered itself to become persistent in safe mode. MITRE: Persistence

Application registered itself to become persistent. MITRE: Persistence

Autostart persistence.

Backdoor was created on the machine. MITRE: Persistence {T1015}

Bash persistence. MITRE: .bash_profile and .bashrc {T1156}

Create a service as a way to gain persistence. MITRE: Systemd Service {T1501}, Rootkit 

{T1014}

Set the setuid or setgid bits on a file. MITRE: Setuid and Setgid {T1166}

Suspicious Cron modification. MITRE: Local Job Scheduling {T1168}

Suspicious user credentials modifications. MITRE: Valid Accounts {T1078}



POST EXPLOITATION
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Metasploit's Meterpreter behavior was identified. MITRE: 

Execution {T1064}

Penetration framework in use

PowerShell post-exploitation script was executed. MITRE: 

Execution {T1064, T1086}

Reverse shell behavior was identified. MITRE: Execution {T1064}

Unverified driver was loaded. MITRE: Persistence {T1215}

RANSOMWARE

Behaves like ransomware because of file operations. MITRE: 

Execution

Behaves like ransomware. MITRE: Execution

RECONNAISSANCE

Domain information was gathered via LDAP query. MITRE: 

Discovery {T1087, T1069}

Suspicious WMI query was identified. MITRE: Execution {T1047}



 
ABOUT SENTINELONE

SentinelOne delivers autonomous endpoint protection through a single agent that successfully 

prevents, detects, responds, and hunts attacks across all major vectors. Designed for extreme 

ease of use, the S1 platform saves customers time by applying AI to automatically eliminate 

threats in real time for both on premise and cloud environments and is the only solution to 

provide full visibility from edge to cloud across the network. To learn more visit 

sentinelone.com or follow us at @SentinelOne, on LinkedIn or Facebook.
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